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Classic Fusion White Chrono
This is a refined watch Classic Fusion pure white as snow. White diamonds, white dial, white
strap, the Hublot “Art of Fusion” philosophy goes all white - as magic and eternal, so
feminine and elegant, summertime or wintertime.
It takes inspiration from the codes of traditional watchmaking while displaying Hublot's
trademark modernity. Part of the Classic Fusion collection characterised by softer, more
classic lines, this is the Classic Fusion Chronograph White.
This timepiece comes into 2 different references, from an elegant sporty Titanium
Chronograph version to a King Gold (extra-precious gold containing 5% platinum)
Chronograph version, totalizing 42 white diamonds for 1.35 carat for the bezel.
The watch has an aesthetically pleasing diameter of 42 mm. Designed for men and women,
it is also designed to please connoisseurs with its HUB1100 self-winding mechanical
chronograph movement (155 components – 28’800 A/h) featuring a date with a rectangular
window at 6 o’clock and a power reserve of 42 hours.
Finally, the ensemble is completed with a white strap with a deployant buckle, in white
alligator leather sewn onto tone-on-tone rubber for comfort, flexibility and increased
durability of the leather. Water resistant to 5 ATM, i.e. 50 metres.
Technical details
References

541.NE.2010.LR.1104 (Titanium White Chrono)
541.OE.2080.LR.1104 (King Gold White Chrono)

Case
Bezel

"Classic Fusion" – Diameter 42 mm – 18K King Gold or Titanium
18K King Gold or Titanium with 6 H-shaped titanium screws, countersunk,
polished and locked – Set with 42 diamonds for 1.35 carat.
Sapphire with anti-reflective coating
18K King Gold or titanium with engraved H for Hublot
Open sapphire crystal, interior anti-reflective coating, King Gold or titanium
5 ATM, i.e. approx 50 metres
White with polished gold-plated or rhodium-plated baton indexes
Polished gold-plated or rhodium-plated hands
HUB1110 Self-winding movement with date rectangular window at 6 o’clock
155
35
4 (28,800 A/h)
White alligator leather sewn onto white rubber with white stitching
Deployant buckle in 18K red gold or black PVD stainless steel

Crystal
Crown
Case-back
Water resistance
Dial
Movement
Components
Jewels
Frequency
Strap
Clasp
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